By considering a distributed system composed of a set of servers, clients, and resources, which characterize environments such as Grids or Clouds, we propose a distributed algorithm for resource allocation. It exploits fuzzy logic whenever a server, which cannot locally satisfy a client resource allocation request, needs to decide to which remote server the request should be forwarded. Furthermore, by using the concept of logical clocks, our algorithm globally orders pending requests thus ensuring both request satisfaction fairness and lack of starvation. Performance evaluation results on top of the SimGrid simulator confirm the effectiveness of our proposal.
Introduction
A Grid platform and more recently Cloud Computing offer a large number of distributed resources, (e.g. CPU, virtual machine, etc.), which are concurrently used by different kinds of applications [28] . Hence, the resource allocation support provided by such environments must effectively satisfy all the resource requests of these applications. In fact, it must give affirmative answers to the following questions:
• Taking into account the number of available resources and architecture constraints such as latency among clusters or data centers, are resources efficiently allocated to applications?
• In case of concurrent resource requests by multiple applications, is the resource allocation strategy adopted fair?
• Does the allocation strategy avoid request starvation, i.e., the situation in which an application waits forever for a resource?
Considering such a large-scale distributed context and the above questions, this article proposes a distributed algorithm for resource allocation.
There are two different approaches for resource allocation in distributed systems: centralized and distributed [14] . In the centralized approach, all requests are addressed to a single site which accounts for gathering all information, scheduling requests, and assigning resources to requesters. On the other hand, in the distributed approach, all sites take part in the resource allocation algorithm by coordinating themselves. The approach chosen in this work falls into the second category since the latter does not present a single point of failure, i.e., it is more resilient to failures, and is less subjected to load bottleneck problems as the centralized one.
We thus consider a distributed system composed of a collection of independent geographically dispersed servers connected by a communication network. There is no global or centralized control. Every server holds a set of resources and all resources are of the same type (e.g. CPU, virtual machine, etc.). Clients connected to a server issue resource allocation requests.
Notice that our algorithm must effectively decide how to assign resources to clients taking into account that resources are distributed over several servers, clients may issue requests concurrently, and the environment is heterogeneous (e.g. latency between servers or the number of resources available per server). To this end, whenever a client request cannot be locally satisfied by a server, fuzzy logic [17] is used as a decision tool in conjunction with a global Availability Map structure. By using fuzzy logic for deciding the best remote resource allocation assignments, our resource allocation strategy attempts to minimize request communication and to balance resource usage load. Furthermore, by using the concept of logical clocks [18] , the algorithm establishes a total ordering for satisfying requests that ensures both fairness for requests satisfaction and lack of starvation.
Evaluation results of experiments conducted on top of SimGrid [27] show that our algorithm presents good performance as compared to other resource allocation strategies.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of some related work. In Section 3, we describe our distributed resource allocation algorithm and the fuzzy decision controller. Section 4 presents some evaluation performance results while the last section concludes the paper.
Related Work
If we consider that there is only one shared resource, the distributed resource allocation problem is equivalent to the distributed mutual exclusion one. Several articles in the literature have proposed solutions for such a problem.
Mutual exclusion algorithms can be divided into two families: permission-based (e.g. Lamport [18] , RicartAgrawala [6] , Maekawa [20] ) and token-based (SuzukiKazami [10] , Raymond [16] , Naimi-Trehel [21] ). The algorithms of the first group are based on the principle that a node enters a critical section only after having received permission from all the other nodes (or a majority of them [22] ). In the second group of algorithms, a system-wide unique token is shared among all nodes, and its possession gives a node the exclusive right to execute a critical section.
The k-mutual exclusion problem (k-mutex) is a generalization of the mutual exclusion problem by considering k units of the shared resource. It then allows at most k processes to access these units simultaneously, i.e., one process per unit. Therefore, a k-mutex algorithm must guarantee that at most k processes can be in its critical section at any time. Several k-mutex algorithms have been proposed in the literature [15] [23] [29] .
Some authors [22] [26] have then extended the k-mutual exclusion problem to the k-out-of-M distributed resource allocation problem: a process asks for k resources among M.
However, contrarily to our approach, none the above works provides assignment of resources to processes, i.e., they do not control which resource should be allocated to a process. They only guarantee that a process has the exclusive right to use them.
Grids also offer a computational resource allocation service, adopting either a centralized resource control approach [9] [1] or localized application control one [7] [5]. The first is not a scalable solution while in the second one, applications compete for resources based on the local view they have of the Grid resource availability.
The study of load balancing algorithms has been applied in several published works, and it is a fundamental research topic in parallel computing because the efficient utilization of the multiple heterogeneous resources can enhance system performance [25] , [2] , [11] , [13] , [4] , [24] . In [19] , the authors present a load balance algorithm aiming at reducing response to geographically distributed web servers, redirecting requests to the closest remote server without overloading it. They argue that the response time of a request redirected by a web server to a remote one is affected by two factors: the time the remote web server takes to process the request and the latency between the web servers. They thus propose a middleware that allows web servers to share their resource. Experiments were conducted with six servers distributed worldwide in PlanetLab hosts (HTTP://www.planet-lab.org) in Brazil (S1), USA (N1), Belgium (E1), Austria (E2), Japan (A1) and China (A2). Table 1 summarizes latencies between servers.
In [12] , the authors propose a fuzzy logic algorithm for allocating distributed resources for real-time applications. The set of resources is composed by military resources such as ships and aircrafts, each one equipped with sensors, communications, and radar. In their algorithm, the fuzzy controller makes decisions based on rules of fuzzy logic.
An architecture of a Multi-Agent System that proposes a machine learning methodology is presented in [3] . It exploits an Adaptive Fuzzy Login aiming at learning the behavior of agents in the negotiation process in a system that is suitable for the resource allocation problem. The architecture is divided into three parts: Learning module, Reasoning module that is the fuzzy inference engine, and Adaption module, responsible for fuzzy membership functions and fuzzy Rules Base. The main difference between our work and the two ones above is that our algorithm can be applied in Grid and Cloud Computing with different configurations, unlike the two works that are basically a specific application of fuzzy logic in allocation resource problems.
Our Solution
In this section, we present our distributed resource allocation algorithm which exploits fuzzy logic. We consider a set of N servers S 1 , S 2 , … S n . Each S i server provides m i resources. A client is connected to a server. The latter allocates a resource, either locally or remotely and then executes the request. Unique identifiers are assigned to servers, clients and resources, i.e., s i , c j and res k respectively identify server i, client j, and resource k. Thus, considering the number of resources of each server, it is possible to know in which server a given resource is located. An instance of the algorithm is executed in each server.
A client requests a resource by calling the function Request_Resource. Basically, upon receiving a request from a client, the server will try to allocate one of its local resources. If no resource is locally available, the server will try to allocate a resource in a remote server. However, such a remote allocation must minimize the average request response time while not degrading resource usage load balancing. Thus, a remote allocation on a server, which has free resources, should take into account parameters:
 The communication latency between the server that received the request and the remote candidate server aiming at minimizing communication costs;  The number of resources per server which can be quite heterogeneous;  The number of resources that are currently in use in each server in order to provide resource usage load balancing.
It is worth mentioning that it is not trivial for a resource allocation algorithm to decide for a good tradeoff between the above constraints. For instance, if the latency between two servers is the lowest among all, it does not mean that the remote server in question is the best option, since the latter might present a higher resource usage load when compared to the other servers. Therefore, to overcome this choice complexity problem, we use a fuzzy logic component in our algorithm, which returns a result value for the best server choice. Such a component consults a global structure, denoted Availability Map, which keeps updated information about the availability of resources. Hence, by exploiting fuzzy logic, our algorithm seeks to ensure both good response time and load balancing of resource usage. Figure 1 shows a distributed environment composed by interconnected servers that provide resources and clients connected to a server. Examples of such a distributed system vary from a simple cluster to a Grid platform or Cloud Computing over the internet.
Figure 1 -Distribution of resources
The Availability Map is a structure used by the algorithm to verify which servers are eligible to receive remote requests. It keeps the number of available resources of each server and is updated by an exchange of messages between servers. If, when consulting the Availability Map, a server verifies that more than one server can meet a given request, the fuzzy algorithm is triggered to decide which server will receive this request. This decision is based on two variables: (1) the latency between the requesting server and the remote candidate server and (2) the number of used resources of the candidate server.
Our Resource Allocation Algortihm
Every server executes four threads: Receive_msg, Treat_Request, Treat_Pending, and Execute_Request. A client submits a request by calling the function Request_Resource. At the initialization phase, the servers synchronize themselves in order to update the Availability Map.
Our algorithm uses eight types of message. We thus define the following parameters: c identifier of the client that submits a request. s identifier of the server to which client c is connected. r identifier of the remote server that has some free resources. l value of the server s logical clock at the moment the c request is taken into account by the server s. a acknowledge value (yes or no) concerning the availability of a resource. p the number of locally pending requests of a server whose logical clock value is smaller than timestamp l of a given request. We have, therefore, the following types of message:  <REQUEST, c >: client c sends a request to server s to whom it is connected asking for a resource;  <RELEASE, r >: issued by a server r to all servers when it finishes the execution of the request in order to release a resource;  <RESOURCE, s >: sent by server s after having allocated a resource in server r to a client request;  <PENDING, r, l, s >: issued by a server s to all the servers when it wants to allocate a resource on server r. Such a message aims at confirming that there are enough resources in r for satisfying both s's request and all the other pending ones with higher priority than s's request.  <ACK_PENDING, a, p >: positive or negative acknowledge a sent by a server x as a response to a <PENDING> message from s. Server x also includes p, the total number of local pending requests whose priority is higher than s's request.  <FINALIZE, c >: issued by server r to server s with the result of client c's request.  <RESULT, result > message sent by s to c with the result of the request. Four queues are kept by each server: REQ_Q, PEND_Q, ACK_Q, and RES_Q queues. They respectively keep REQUEST, PENDING, ACK_PENDING and RESOURCE messages. These queues are handled by the functions insert_queue (id_queue, msg) and remove_queue (id_queue, msg). Furthermore, a Dijkstra semaphore, initialized at 0, is associated to each of these queues. Hence, the insert_queue (id_queue, msg) function inserts a message at the end of id_queue and executes a V operation in the associated semaphore; the remove_queue (id_queue, msg) executes a P operation in the corresponding semaphore. If there is no message in the queue, the thread will be blocked; otherwise it will remove the first message of id_queue.
The Receive_Msg thread receives messages from both the local clients and remote servers and routes them either to the other threads, by including the messages in the corresponding queue, or sending them to the clients.
In order to avoid starvation, every request received by a local server s is timestamped with the current value of s's logical clock. Before including a request in the RES_Q, the Receive_Msg thread process increases its logical clock. A total ordering of request messages can thus be established based on the value of their timestamps and, if necessary, the identity of the server in order to break ties. In other words, a request message whose timestamp is smaller than a second one has priority over it. If the timestamps are equal, the request message sent by the server with the smallest identifier has priority. In both cases, we say that the request message with the highest priority has precedence over the other one. Hence, <REQUEST> messages in the RES_Q are ordered by priority in order to ensure that every message will eventually be in the head of RES_Q and therefore they will be satisfied. For the sake of simplicity, the timestamp of the messages are not included in the notation of the messages.
The Treat_Request thread handles <REQUEST,c> messages. For each of these messages, it verifies if its local server has some available resource. If this is not the case, the resource must be allocated remotely with the help of fuzzy logic. However, before using the resource returned by the fuzzy logic function, it is necessary to ensure that the resource can be actually allocated for executing the request in question. Such a procedure is required since, due to concurrent requests, the resource may be allocated to execute a second request in the meantime. Therefore, a <PENDING, r, l, s> message is sent to all servers in order to confirm that the resource can be used.
Upon receiving a <PENDING, r, l, s> message, the Tread_Pending thread of server r computes the number of locally pending requests whose logical clock has priority over the request issued by s with logical clock l. It also verifies if server r still has some available resources. It then sends both pieces of information to server s in a <ACK_PENDING, a, p> message. Server s can use the resource if there are enough resources in server r for both its own request and all the other requests which have priority over its request. Otherwise, it must allocate another resource and re-ask for servers' permissions.
The Execute_Request thread is responsible for executing the request. The resource necessary to execute it is then released and the result is sent to the requesting client.
Function called by the clients
Request_Resource (c) { /* this routine is used by a client to request resource to a server */ send <REQUEST, c> to local server; receive <msg> /* msg RESULT */ /* assign the resource to the client*/ return msg.result; } Figure 2 shows an example of our algorithm execution when a server (Server1), receives a request which it cannot locally satisfy. The request will be executed in a remote server (Server2).
Figure 2 -Resource Request
In Figure 2 , we have the following steps:
1 -A client issues a request to Server1 by sending a <REQUEST,c> message to Server1.
2 -The message is received by the Receive_Msg thread of Server1.
3 -The request is placed in Server1's RES_Q queue.
-Eventually, the request reaches the head of RES_Q.
Treat_Request thread then removes it from this queue and verifies that it cannot be locally satisfied.
-Exploiting the information provided by the Availability
Map, the fuzzy logic function is called.
-The above function returns the result.
7 -By analyzing the fuzzy result, our algorithm decides that Server 2 is the best choice.
8 -A <PENDING, r, l, s> message is sent to all the N servers 9 -The <PENDING> message is received by the Receive_Msg thread of the servers that insert it in the PEND_Q queue.
10 -The thread Tread_Pending of each server removes the <PENDING> message from PEND_Q and computes the number of pending requests which have higher priority than the request of Server1 (parameter p). Furthermore, Server2 verifies if it has an available local resource. 11 -Each servers sends then an <ACK_PENDING,a,p> message to Server1 with the above information.
12 -Treat_Request thread of Server1 waits for N <ACK_PENDING, a, p > messages.
13 -The <ACK_PENDING> message is received by the Receive_Msg of Sever1 thread by inserting it in the ACK_Q queue.
14 -Treat_Request thread treats each <ACK_PENDING> answer by removing it from ACK_Q queue.
15 -After having received <ACK_PENDING> messages from all servers, Server1 verifies if there is an available resource in Server 2 it can use and if there are enough resources for both its own request and all the other requests which have priority over its request.
16 -If that is the case, Server1 sends a <RESOURCE,s> message to Server2 to actually allocate the resource. This message is handled by the Execute_Request thread of Server2 that executes the request. The resource in question is then released and the result is sent to Server1 (<FINALIZE,c> message).
17 -The result of the request is sent to the requesting client (<RESULT,result> message).
Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy Logic was proposed by Lofti Asker Zadeh in 1965 [17] and it is used to model uncertainty arising in realworld problems [8] . Fuzzy concepts are modeled as fuzzy sets, which are generalizations of ordinary sets.
The fuzzy logic mechanism of our algorithm decides based on both the latency between servers and the number of used resources of each server. Hence, when a server receives a client request, it verifies whether it can satisfy this request itself. If it is not possible, it calls the fuzzy component with two parameters: (1) the latency between the candidate remote server and itself and (2) the number of used resources of the candidate server. The value returned by the fuzzy logic component is the corresponding fuzzy result which is stored in a vector. Such a procedure is applied to all remote servers. Then, this vector is sorted, and the most suitable fuzzy result is chosen, which is thus used as the best candidate server to satisfy the request.
The Fuzzy Controller subcomponent accounts for deciding which server will receive the request, as shown in Figure 3 .
It is composed of three modules: Fuzzification, Inference, which is based on the Rules Base principle, and Defuzzification that renders the result. In the Fuzzification module, input values of the system are converted into fuzzy sets, with the respective ranges of values they have defined. A Rules Base keeps all the possible values combination of the parameters considered. The Fuzzy inference module is responsible for ascertaining the value of fuzzy propositions and for how they can be combined to produce an output, based on the Rules Base. Finally, the Defuzzification module defines the process of converting a fuzzy output set into a value that better represents this set. The Rules Base describes all the combinations of Latency and UR which are possible outcomes for the following proposition logical expression: "If Latency is x and UR is y, then the Result is z". For instance, suppose that a server in Brazil has no local resource available and that the Availability Map informs that the USA server has currently 30 resources in use. This value corresponds to the Excellent and Very Good subsets of the UR set. On the other hand, considering Figure 4 . The values of Start and End are obtained from Table 2 , which are the initial and final values of the fuzzy subset.
Figure 4 -Fuzzy triangular number
Observe that the triangle, in Figure 4 , is scalene, because the start of each fuzzy set belongs 100% to the set. For example, in Very Good latency, value 0 is 100% very good, according to the fuzzy theory.
A(x) is the member degree for a member of the subset and is computed as follows:
if a-s <= x < = a+s (1) otherwise
We apply Mandani´s inference rule [8] and the center of gravity method to respectively aggregate the four propositions and defuzzify. We then have:
The P value is stored and the above steps are applied for all the remote serves in order to decide which one is the most suitable for executing the request.
Performance Evaluation
Our simulation was conducted on top of SimGrid. The total number of servers is nine. Each server can execute up to eight requests simultaneously, and one needs one resource, i.e., there are eight resources per server. We considered the latencies of Table 3 .
We compared our algorithm, denoted DSA (Distributed Scheduling Algorithm), with the following algorithms: Round Robin (RR), Small Latency (SL), and Small Resource Usage (SR). In the Round Robin algorithm, servers are organized in a circular list and the new chosen remote server is the next one in relation to the current chosen one in the list; in the Small Latency algorithm, a server chooses a remote candidate server based on the smallest latency between itself and all the other servers; Small Resource usage sends the request to the server which has the greatest number of available resources. (Figures 5 and 6 ). In both Figures, the Y axis represents the average response time of all the client requests, and the X axis represents the number of requests per minute. In order to measure the effectiveness of the algorithms in terms of requesting time, the duration of a resource allocation is negligible.
Aiming at generating a lot of traffic, in the first scenario, all the servers receive client requests simultaneously; the queues of requests REQ_Q of the servers are, therefore, never empty. Figure 5 allows observing that our algorithm always presents better response time than the other algorithms when the number of requests per minute grows. Small Latency and Small Resource usage algorithms present higher response time because, as they consider just one parameter (either latency or resource usage), some servers receive more remote requests than others.
Figure 5 -Results of the tests
When the number of requests per minute is small, our algorithm is slightly better than the Round Robin one. However, when the number of requests per minute increases, Round Robin presents higher response time than our algorithm. Such a behavior can be explained since, with a greater number of servers, the probability that the chosen server rendered by the fuzzy logic function is the same as the one chosen by the Round Robin algorithm decreases.
In the second scenario, Figure 6 , we also considered a fifth algorithm, denoted One server, where only one server receives and satisfies all clients' requests.
Our goal is thus to compare its behavior with the other algorithms and the advantage of forwarding requests to remote servers. One Server receives all the requests sent by the nine servers, while in DSA, RR, SL and SR requests are distributed over the servers. In Figure 6 , observe that, even if the One server is trivial to implement, it presents the worst response time as compared to the other algorithms.
Conclusion
We presented a new distributed resource allocation algorithm which uses fuzzy logic as a decision tool for satisfying client requests. Performance evaluation results show that our strategy is more efficient than the Round Robin, Small Latency, and Small Resource Usage ones, when servers have high resource usage load.
The allocation of distributed resources is still a challenge in distributed systems, and we believe that our solution can be applied in distributed environments such as Grid and Cloud Computing.
As a near future work, we will carry out other experiments with other load-balancing algorithms, as well as in real platforms, such as Grid. Then, we will also consider that resources can be of different types or configurations and that a client can ask for several resources within a single request. 
